Exams and Certification

As a graduate of Upskill in Cyber, you will have achieved two certifications that demonstrate your practical capabilities and knowledge: GIAC Foundational Cyber Security Technologies (GFACT) and GIAC Security Essentials Certification (GSEC).

**GIAC Foundational Cybersecurity Technologies (GFACT)**

Once the SEC275 course is complete, the students can then book and take the GFACT certification exam.

Full certification information can be found here: https://www.giac.org/certifications/foundational-cybersecurity-technologies-gfact/

**GIAC Security Essentials (GSEC)**

Once the SEC401 course is complete, the students can then book and take the GSEC certification exam.

Full certification information can be found here: https://www.giac.org/certifications/security-essentials-gsec